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BLACK WALLET V1 (TAN
TAB)
Nomatic  |

2832WB

With the NOMATIC Wallet you get the best of
both worlds: a slim profile and easy access to all
of your cards. You also have room for cash and a
key. Classy, professional, casual, or active — the
NOMATIC wallet is right for any situation. Choose
your favorite color or buy multiple colors to match
your style.

Starting at $26.00 (E)
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WALLET WITH BLACK
TAB
Nomatic  |

PMSD00

With the NOMATIC Wallet you get the best of
both worlds: a slim profile and easy access to all
of your cards. You also have room for cash and a
key. Classy, professional, casual, or active — the
NOMATIC wallet is right for any situation. Choose
your favorite color or buy multiple colors to match
your style.

Starting at $26.00 (E)
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WAIST STRAP
Nomatic  |

ACWS00

The NOMATIC Waist Straps are designed to
support the weight of backpack carry and keep
you comfortable on the move. With durable
water-resistant construction and zippered
compartments, the waist straps are compatible
with all NOMATIC bags that have backpack
carry option and can be added or removed when
needed.

Starting at $39.00 (E)
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A.

TECH CASE
Nomatic  |

A.

NAVIGATOR TECH ORGANIZER
EDTC00

Nomatic  |

NVTECO

The NOMATIC tech case works as the perfect companion to the NOMATIC CarryOn Pro or as a solo laptop bag. Designed to keep your tech organized and accessible
— even in the frenzy of travel & everyday use. Internal pockets designed to hold
valuables, chargers, cords, and notebooks ensure everything stays right where you
need it.

The Navigator Tech Organizer gives you a level organization above and beyond
anything else on the market. Designed to help you organize the small, yet important
things in your life. It has a 3 large zipper pockets, pen holders, mesh pockets for hard
drives or other small items, and 3 elastic holders for chords and other small items. It’s
built to last with durable, water resistant materials and you’ll never lose control with
the easy grip handle.

Starting at $128.00 (E)

Starting at $77.00 (E)
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NAVIGATOR SLING 1L
Nomatic  |

NVSL01

The NOMATIC Navigator Sling 1L is a versatile
companion that can go with you anywhere. While
it may look small, this sling is one of a kind, with
thoughtful internal organization and significant
expansion that triples its storage capacity. This
additional storage can double as a water bottle
pocket, with access from either side. This storage
can also become a hidden pocket for items you
may want to conceal. Looking Inside the 1L sling
you get quick access to your keys, a pen, and a
cord pass through hole in case you want to charge
your devices on the move. On the outside there is
a convenient easy access pocket for smaller items.
This amazing sidekick also includes water resistant,
tamper proof zips for protection and security, as
well as a reflective bar for visibility in the dark,
Carry it like a fanny pack or cross body, in the
front or in the back, as you commute, hike, travel
or for any of life’s adventures.

Starting at $103.00 (E)
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NAVIGATOR SLING 6L
Nomatic  |

NVSL06

Whether you’re a commuter or adventure seeker,
this NOMATIC 6L sling bag will become your trusty
sidekick. Optimized for superior organization,
quick access, and endless functionality. You won’t
need any other companion during those everyday
excursions, but if you do, they will only be jealous
of your sleek yet powerful look. It’s time to live
life on the move. Thoughtful storage and cord
management allow you to charge devices between
pockets on the move and store smaller items
such as a pen or apple pencil. The external hidden
pocket also includes a key leash for quick access
when you need it. This amazing sidekick has water
resistant, tamper proof zips for protection and
security, as well as reflective bars for visibility in
the dark. When you are on the move, the stabilizer
strap gives you added support. The water bottle
pocket hides away when not in use. All around this
bag is extremely comfortable, versatile, and ready
for any adventure.

Starting at $166.00 (E)
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A.

NAVIGATOR COLLAPSIBLE BACKPACK
Nomatic  |

NVCOLL

MESSENGER BAG
Nomatic  |

EDMB15

The NOMATIC Navigator Collapsible Backpack was designed to fit perfectly into
our other travel bags as you pack. Once you arrive at your destination you can bring
this bag out and use it as you go about your adventures. This bag has been optimized
to take up the least amount possible when not in use but give you the most space
possible when you need it. It has 2 external water bottle pockets, a quick access top
pocket, EVA molded back panel, and tamper proof zippers. With a laptop pocket
that can fit a 16? laptop you or a hydration bladder hook you’ll be able to go from the
office to the outdoors without skipping a beat.

The NOMATIC Messenger Bag is the perfect shoulder carry bag designed for
everyday use. Each NOMATIC Messenger Bag includes two customizable panels,
allowing you to decide what and how you pack. Our custom magnetic fidlock buckles
give 360 degree rotation, and can be removed to carry like a briefcase. The magnetic
water bottle pockets, full perimeter zipper, adjustable strap, and TSA-ready laptop
compartment are just a few of the 20+ noteworthy features that make this bag the
most functional messenger bag ever!

Starting at $103.00 (E)

Starting at $294.00 (E)
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EVERYDAY BACKPACK
Nomatic  |

EDBK25

The NOMATIC Everyday Backpack was designed
for everyday use. It’s made with durable, waterresistant materials and YKK zippers. Starting
at 20L and expanding to 24L, this bag is slim
but expands when you need to pack more. The
patent-pending strap system allows you to go
from backpack to briefcase carry for those times
when you need to look more professional. The full
perimeter zipper, magnetic water bottle pockets,
RFID safe storage, and hidden pockets, are just
a few of the 20+ noteworthy features that make
this backpack the most functional backpack
ever! On top of being packed with incredible
functionality, the NOMATIC Backpack has a sleek
minimalist design and gives you confidence for
your life on the move.

Starting at $319.00 (E)
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NAVIGATOR
BACKPACK 15L
Nomatic  |

NVBP15

The NOMATIC Navigator Backpack 15L is built
to hold only what is most essential, but capable
to give you expansion when you need the space.
In the main compartment you’ll have more room
than you might think, 5 mesh pockets, and two
zipper pockets including an RFID safe pocket. It
also has a laptop and tablet pocket, with a dividing
wall and false bottom to protect your devices. The
outside of the bag features water resistant, tamper
proof zips for protection and security, as well as
reflective bars for visibility in the dark. When you
are on the move, the external carry straps help
you carry that one last thing. You get two external
quick access pockets and a water bottle pocket
that hides away when not in use. One external
pocket features a hidden compartment for items
you might want to conceal. While traveling you
can easily slide the bag onto your roller luggage
transforming this into the perfect carry-on. All
around this backpack is extremely comfortable,
versatile, and ready for any adventure.

Starting at $319.00 (E)
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TRAVEL PACK
Nomatic  |

TRPK30

On top of being packed with incredible
functionality, the NOMATIC Travel Pack has a
sleek minimalist design and gives you confidence
for your life on the move. It’s made with durable,
water-resistant materials and YKK zippers. Starting
at 20L and expanding to 30L, this bag is slim
but expands when you need to pack more. The
patent pending strap system allows you to go
from backpack to briefcase carry for those times
when you need to look more professional. The full
perimeter zipper, magnetic water bottle pockets,
RFID safe storage, and hidden pockets are just a
few of the 20+ noteworthy features that make the
Travel Pack the most functional travel pack ever!

Starting at $345.00 (E)
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30L TRAVEL BAG
Nomatic  |

TRGB30

The NOMATIC 30L Travel Bag is the perfect
go anywhere, do anything bag. It is made with
durable, water-resistant materials and zippers.
The patented strap system allows you to go from
duffel to backpack carry for those times when you
need more flexibility. The shoe compartment has a
ventilated door with a water-resistant flap allowing
you to choose if you want to keep water out or
allow for ventilation. Over 20 features make our
30L bag the perfect choice for everything from a
day at the gym to a weekend vacation.

Starting at $345.00 (E)
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40L TRAVEL BAG
Nomatic  |

TRBG40

The NOMATIC 40L Travel Bag is the perfect
travel bag for those 3-7 day trips. It’s made with
durable, water-resistant materials and zippers.
The patented strap system allows you to go
from duffel to backpack carry for those times
when you need more flexibility. Each 40L Travel
Bag includes a custom laundry bag to keep dirty
clothes separate as you travel. There are multiple
compartments for shoes, clothes, tech, and even
a water bottle pocket to help you keep your gear
organized as you travel. With over 20 features, this
is the perfect travel bag for a weekend getaway or
an extended vacation.

Starting at $358.00 (E)
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NAVIGATOR CARRYON 37L
Nomatic  |

NVCO37

The NOMATIC Navigator Carry-On 37L is a two
wheeled roller bag designed to maximize space for
your next adventure. Built to hold both clothing
and technology, this carry-on can easily pack up
to 5 days worth of clothing and a 17” laptop. The
front section is dedicated to organizing your tech,
cords, and other small items with multiple mesh
and zipper pockets including an RFID safe pocket.
It was built with the best materials in its class
including a 100% Makrolon polycarbonate shell, 3
stage Aluminum handle, YKK zippers and, durable
water resistant materials. All around this roller
bag was built to last, and will protect your gear
for years to come, ready to withstand all of life’s
adventures.

Starting at $511.00 (E)
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NAVIGATOR TRAVEL
PACK 32L
Nomatic  |

NVTP32

The NOMATIC Navigator Travel Backpack 32L was
built to maximize how and what you carry on your
back. Giving you maximum carry on space but
comfort and support to lighten the load. With a
32 liter to 41 liter expansion this bag can pack up
to 5 days worth of clothing and a 17? laptop. The
front section is dedicated to organizing your tech,
cords, and other small items with multiple mesh
and zipper pockets including an RFID safe pocket.
This bag was built to last, with durable water
resistant materials this is the perfect go bag for
any adventure.

Starting at $511.00 (E)
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RAIN FLY
Nomatic  |

PMRC00

Use a Nomatic rain fly to protect your pack.The
rain fly is made of water resistant and durable
materials. This rain fly fits the Camera Pack
perfectly and can pack down for easy storage.

Starting at $39.00 (E)
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THE CARRY-ON
CLASSIC
Nomatic  |

RLCN00

The NOMATIC Carry-On Classic is a master of
organization, allowing you to maximize capacity
in a virtually indestructible case. Fit more in less
space with the unique magnetic compression
system. Compress all of your things (or just
half, you decide) with the customizable folding
compression panel. Engineered to withstand the
rigors of travel with 100% Makrolon polycarbonate
measured to the 10th of a millimeter for maximum
strength. Never worry about broken wheels and
handles with best-in-class Hinomoto hardware
that can take heavy loads.

Starting at $511.00 (E)
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THE CARRY-ON PRO
WITH TECH CASE
Nomatic  |

RLCP00

The NOMATIC Carry-on Pro and included
Tech Case were designed to make your journey
seamless by giving you easy access to everything
you need while you travel and giving you a bag
for daily use when you arrive at your destination.
Travel with just one bag, without sacrificing the
benefits of two, and easily access your tech while
on the move. Everything’s easily accessible with
dedicated compartments right where you need
them. Compress all of your things (or just half, you
decide) with the customizable folding compression
panel. No more rummaging in your bag; everything
stays organized with internal compartmentalization.
Engineered to withstand the rigors of travel with
100% Makrolon polycarbonate measured to the
10th of a millimeter for maximum strength. Never
worry about broken wheels and handles with bestin-class Hinomoto hardware that can take heavy
loads.

Starting at $702.00 (E)
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THE CHECK-IN
Nomatic  |

RLCI00

The NOMATIC Check-In uses an innovative
magnetic compression system and full-perimeter
expansion to maximize volume in a virtually
indestructible case. When you need to pack a
little extra, get an additional 12 liters of space
by unzipping the expansion. Engineered to
withstand the rigors of travel with 100% Makrolon
polycarbonate measured to the 10th of a
millimeter for maximum strength. Never worry
about broken wheels and handles with best-inclass Hinomoto hardware that can take heavy
loads.

Starting at $766.00 (E)
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A.

A.

TOILETRY BAG 2.0 REGULAR

TOILETRY BAG 2.0 SMALL

Nomatic  |

Nomatic  |

ACTBLG

ACTBSM

The NOMATIC Toiletry Bag is made with durable, water-resistant materials and
zippers to ensure there are no leaks and your toiletries stay protected. An optional
hanging strap and dedicated toothbrush pocket are a few of the many features that
make these the most functional toiletry bags ever.

The NOMATIC Toiletry Bag is made with durable, water-resistant materials and
zippers to ensure there are no leaks and your toiletries stay protected. An optional
hanging strap and dedicated toothbrush pocket are a few of the many features that
make these the most functional toiletry bags ever.

Starting at $90.00 (E)

Starting at $64.00 (E)
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A.

LAUNDRY BAG
Nomatic  |

A.

SHIRT ORGANIZER
ACLN00

Nomatic  |

ACSO00

The NOMATIC Laundry Bag keeps your dirty
clothes organized. At your destination, expand
the bag and use the hanging strap to attach it
to a door knob. Once the laundry bag is full,
fit it easily back in your bag, keeping your dirty
clothes separate.

The NOMATIC Shirt Organizer was designed
to keep your dress shirts and pants organized
and to help avoid wrinkles. Using the included
plastic folding guide, you can easily fold your
shirts and pants to fit perfectly in your bag.

Starting at $39.00 (E)

Starting at $39.00 (E)

APPAREL SLEEVE

SHOE CUBE

Nomatic  |

Nomatic  |

ACAS00

ACSC00

The NOMATIC apparel sleeve revolutionizes
the way you travel by keeping your accessories
safe and your clothes wrinkle-free.

Keep your shoes protected, organized, and
separate from your clean clothes with the
NOMATIC shoe organizer. Accommodates
up to size 12 shoes and is designed to fit with
NOMATIC luggage.

Starting at $96.00 (E)

Starting at $39.00 (E)
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A.

A.

PACKING CUBE SMALL

PACKING CUBE MEDIUM

Nomatic  |

Nomatic  |

ACCUSM

ACCUMD

Pack more than you think is possible. Each NOMATIC packing cube uses a zippered
compression system to condense your clothes and maximize your space by 50
percent.

Pack more than you think is possible. Each NOMATIC packing cube uses a zippered
compression system to condense your clothes and maximize your space by 50
percent.

Starting at $26.00 (E)

Starting at $39.00 (E)
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PACKING CUBE LARGE
Nomatic  |

ACCULG

Pack more than you think is possible. Each
NOMATIC packing cube uses a zippered
compression system to condense your clothes and
maximize your space by 50 percent.

Starting at $51.00 (E)
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MCKINNON CUBE
PACK 21L
Nomatic  |

PMCP00

The NOMATIC McKinnon Cube Pack 21L is the
most functional camera cube ever. The camera
cube is customizable, and expands to become a
go bag at your destination. This pack is lightweight
and when used as a camera cube fits perfectly in
the large Camera Pack.

Starting at $160.00 (E)
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MCKINNON CAMERA
PACK 35L
Nomatic  |

PMTP00

The NOMATIC McKinnon Camera Pack 35L is the
perfect bag for every adventure. It allows you to
pack camera gear and clothing in the same bag.
The removable folding dividers, expansion, and
external carry straps allow you to pack it any way
you want.

Starting at $511.00 (E)
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A.

ACCESSORY CASE

FILTER CASE

Nomatic  |

Nomatic  |

PMAC00

PMFC00

The Nomatic accessories case is the perfect
place to store all your smaller items. With
the protective EVA molded foam, now your
accessories can be protected, also keeping you
more organized on the move.

Protect your filters with the Nomatic filter
case. The filter case holds up to 6 filters
securely, keeping dust and other elements out
thanks to the zipper closure. The protective
EVA molded case ensures your filters will be
protected as you travel.

Starting at $64.00 (E)

Starting at $51.00 (E)

A.

SMALL DIVIDER SET

LARGE DIVIDER SET

Nomatic  |

Nomatic  |

PMSD00

PMLD00

Keep your camera pack organized with these
handy dividers. Made from a mix of Nylor and
plastic these dividers will keep your products in
place and safe. Set of five small dividers for the
NOMATIC Camera Pack 35L.

Keep your camera pack organized with these
handy dividers. Made from a mix of Nylor and
plastic these dividers will keep your products in
place and safe. Set of five small dividers for the
NOMATIC Camera Pack 35L.

Starting at $26.00 (E)

Starting at $39.00 (E)
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A.

BATTERY CASE

MEMORY CARD CASE

Nomatic  |

Nomatic  |

PMBC00

PMMC00

The battery case holds three camera batteries securely thanks to the magnetic
closure. Additionally, it comes with sticker indicators that help you know when you
batteries are charged or dead.

The memory card case holds up to 6 SD cards and 2 c-fast cards securely thanks to
the magnetic closure. The small zipper pocket allows you to store micro SD cards or
other small items.

Starting at $39.00 (E)

Starting at $39.00 (E)
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